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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which one of the options describes the sequence of the
GlobalProtect agent connecting to a Gateway?
A. The agent connects to the portal, obtains a list of
Gateways, and connects to the Gateway with the fastest
connect time
B. The agent connects to the closest Gateway and sends
report to the portal
C. The agent connects to the portal, obtains a list of
Gateways, and connects to the Gateway with the fastest
response time

the
SSL
the HIP
the
PING

D. The agent connects to the portal and randomly establishes
connect to the first available Gateway
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following BEST describes "Knowledgebase"?
A. A searchable online database that contains technical
articles, questions and answers, and hints and tips on IBM
products
B. A paper-based newletter that contains articles and technical
updates on IBM products
C. A searchable online database that lists the titles of
articles authored by actual users of IBM products
D. An electronic online newletter that contains technical
articles, questions and answers, and hints and tips on IBM
products
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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